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Jan 28, 2013 · I recently purchased the 44
magnum Circuit Judge from Davidsons
On-line, as well as the Rossi 44 magnum
snub nose (5-shot) from Academy Sports.
I would be extremely interested in an
Eight Shot 357 magnum version of the
Circuit Judge Carbine. Expecially as the
current communsit leaders in Washington
are hell-bent on banning all semiautomatics. 39 rows · Rossi Circuit Judge
Rifle .45 LC .410 GA 18.5in 5rd Stainles $606.99 MPN#:. No amount of awesome
can describe the Rossi Circuit Judge
carbine! Based on the incredibly popular
Taurus Judge line of handguns, this rifle is
chambered for both .45 Colt and .410
shotshell. The Circuit Judge chambers 3"
Magnum and standard 2 1/2" .410 shells.
The revolving cylinder holds five rounds,
loaded in any manner you wish. Rossi
923571613 R92 Lever Action Carbine 357
Mag 8+1 16 IN Hardwood Polished Black.
Hinterland #: 58598. MFG #: 923571613.
Rating: 100%. (1) In stock. $14.95 Per
Firearm. One $9.99 Charge For Any Amount of Accessories. 410
Gauge Rifle. The Rossi Circuit Judge is versatility at its finest. Based
on the legendary Taurus Judge revolver, this powerful rifle has the
ability to fire both 410 Gauge Rifle shotshells and 45 Long Colt
ammunition without changing cylinders or barrels. AdGet Free
Shipping On $49+. Free Ship To Store On All Orders.. Shop Hunting,
Fishing, Camping, Boating & Other Outdoor Gear From Top Brands at
Low Prices The Rossi® Circuit Judge™ Revolver Carbine is a revival
of the old revolver carbine from the 1800s, with one important
improvement. The Circuit Judge has a gas-deflector shield on the
frame near the cylinder gap for eliminating any hot gas that escapes
sideways from the gap and burning the shooter's support hand or
arm. Rossi Circuit Judge Tuffy Black Revolver Rifle - 45 (Long)
Colt/410 - The Rossi Circuit Judge Tuffy is versatility at its finest.
Based on the legendary Taurus Judge revolver, this powerful rifle
has the ability to fire both 410 shotshells and 45 Long Colt
ammunition without changing cylinders or. The Rossi Circuit Judge is
versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary Gauge Stainless
Revolver Rifle Taurus Judge revolver, this powerful rifle has the
ability to fire both 410 shotshells and 45 Long Colt ammunition
without changing cylinders or barrels. Feb 24, 2014 · Rossi Circuit
Judge Rifle Likes 45 and 410 Ammo. The 5 shot rifle has a double
action trigger pull which is somewhat heavy for accurate work. The
single action is a lot lighter making accurate. Rossi Circuit Judge.
Easily transforming from .Rossi Circuit Judge 22LR to .22 Magnum in
seconds with a breakthrough removable cylinder, this versatile rifle
is packed with quality features – like an ergonomic thumbhole stock
with storage for extra ammo, tactical forend with picatinny rail, and
cylinder flash guard for added safety. Aug 26, 2020 · Rossi
introduced a .22 version of the Circuit Judge the next year, shipping
each model with a pair of cylinders—one for .22 LR and the other to.
CIRCUIT JUDGE .45COLT/.410MAG Polished Black 18.5" 5 Rounds
Brazilian Hardwood. SCJ4510. Area Code: 417. $750.00. Rossi Rifles.
NEW THIS WEEK! Rossi Braztech RP22 Gallery .22 lr 18" bbl, Black
Syn, 15 rd Hi-Viz Sights NEW #RP22181SY--On SALE!!! GI#:
101733329. Rossi RP22 Gallery pump .22 lr 18" bbl Black Syn. 15 rd
NEW #RP22181SY Hi-Viz Sights!! This is a brand new in box Rossi
RP22 Gallery pump rifle. Published: Jun 24, 2013. MGW proudly
carries the quality made shotguns and rifles from Rossi. Classic .44
Rem Mag, .45 Colt & .38 Special models of lever action rifles like the
M92 and the modern target / varmint RB series chambered in .17
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HMR, .22 LR & .22 WMR are ideal shooting platforms for new and
seasoned shooters alike. Rossi break action shotgun models, such as
the Youth and Tuffy. The Rossi Circuit Judge® is versatility at its
finest. Based on the legendary Taurus Judge® revolver, this
powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410 shotshells and 45 Long
Colt ammunition without changing cylinders or barrels. 45 Colt / 410
Gauge Rifle. The Rossi Circuit Judge® is versatility at its finest.
Based on the legendary Taurus Judge® revolver, this powerful rifle
has the ability to fire both 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Rifle shotshells and
45 Long Colt ammunition without changing cylinders or
barrels.Whether for home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the
Circuit Judge will quickly. Rossi Circuit Judge .22 LR/22 WMR Rifle.
The Rossi Circuit Judge .22 LR/22 WMR Rifle is a versatile rifle is
packed with quality features – like an ergonomic thumbhole stock
with storage for extra ammo, tactical forend with picatinny rail, and
cylinder flash guard for added safety.. In theory, the .22 Long
Rifle/Magnum version of the Rossi Circuit Judge revolver carbine is
a. AdOver 70% New & Buy It Now; This Is The New ebay. Find Great
Deals now!Buyer Protection Program · Make Money When You Sell ·
Huge Savings · Under $10 Rossi M92 Carbine .38/357 Lever Action
Rifle $624.36 $474.99; Brand: Rossi; Item Number: R92-56001;
Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Rifle $637.00 $619.99;
Notify Me When Available; Brand: Rossi; Item Number: SCJ4510;
Rossi Ranch Hand .45 Colt Lever-Action Pistol with Large Loop A
ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle is currently worth an average price of
$706.36 new and $670.28 used . The 12 month average price is
$720.15 new and $692.83 used. The new value of a ROSSI CIRCUIT
JUDGE rifle has fallen ($53.95) dollars over the past 12 months to a
price of $706.36 . Rossi circuit judge for sale. Rossi circuit judge has
generated a fair bit of interest in the modern world. The reason for
this is the following. When they came into the country about a year
ago they have called for 10 configurations in their 45:1. So,
personally I wasn't excited about any of those calibers. Boyds
Hardwood Gunstocks Rossi Circuit Judge Revolver Buttstock
3YB817615117 Color: Walnut, Gun Model: Taurus Judge, w/ Free
S&H not yet rated review & rate 6 Questions & 5 Answers Color:
Walnut Gun Model: Taurus Judge Gun Make: Rossi Gun Type: Rifle.
Mar 14, 2020 · The Rossi Circuit Judge® is versatility at its finest.
Based on the legendary Taurus Judge® revolver, this powerful rifle
has the ability to fire both 410 shotshells and 45 Long Colt
ammunition without changing cylinders or barrels. Whether for
home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the Circuit Judge will quickly
become your go-to gun. Rossi Circut Judge Revolver Rifle -Rossi says
walk softly and carry a big Judge. The Rossi Circuit Judge takes the
most overwhelmingly successful revolver in recent history and has
extended its range for incredible hunting and shooting. Now you can
fire .410 GA. 3-inch Magnum shotshells, .410 GA. 2.5-inch shotshells
and .45 Colt ammunition. In any order you please,. The Rossi Circuit
Judge is versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary Taurus
Judge® revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410
shotshells and 45 Long Colt ammunition without changing cylinders
or barrels. Whether for home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the
Circuit Judge will quickly become your go-to gun. Jul 20, 2020 ·
Harrell Reviews the Taurus-Rossi Circuit Judge 45/410 Revolving
Rifle. Russ Chastain 07.20.20. Back about a decade ago when
Taurus/Rossi brought out its Circuit Judge rifle, it really turned me
on. I mean, not enough to go out and buy one, but for some reason
I’ve been enamored of rifles with revolving cylinders for as long as I
can remember. Rossi Circuit Judge .45 Colt/410 Ga, 18.5" Rifled
Barrel, SS Finish, Wood Monte Carlo Stock, 5rd. $790.00 $709.59.
Out of Stock. Compare . Quick view. We offer a wide selection of
firearms, including: handguns, shotguns, rifles, ammunition, rifle
scopes and optics, as well as collectible machine guns and other
NFA/Class 3 guns. Impact also. AdHighest Ranked Sporting Site on
the Web. 100% Guarantee on Everything!Reloading Presses,
Shellholders & Shellplates, Wads, Benches, Meplat Uniforming
brownells.com has been visited by 100K+ users in the past
monthLive Chat · New Products · Measuring Tools · Tactical Gear
Mar 14, 2020 · The Rossi Circuit Judge® is versatility at its finest.
Based on the legendary Taurus Judge® revolver, this powerful rifle
has the ability to fire both 410 shotshells and 45 Long Colt
ammunition without changing cylinders or barrels. Whether for
home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the Circuit Judge will quickly
become your go-to gun. Sep 29, 2012 · The Modern-Day Revolver
Rifle. The concept of the Rossi Circuit Judge dates back to the early
Colt Revolving rifles. With that nostalgia feel, Rossi has made an

affordable, modern-day version in a .22 LR/.22 Mag. convertible.The
cylinders of the Circuit Judge can be easily changed in less than 10
seconds. This is my review of the Rossi "Circuit Judge" in 44
Magnum. It's such an fun rifle to shoot and ideal for plinking,
hunting or on the farm. I recommend gett. Taurus makes an 18.5in
barrelled carbine variant of the Taurus Judge revolver along with its
partner company, Rossi.The carbine is known as the Taurus/Rossi
Circuit Judge.. It comes in the original combination chambering of
.410 bore and .45 Colt.The Taurus/Rossi Circuit Judge has small
blast shields attached to the cylinder to protect the shooter from hot
gases escaping. A ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle is currently worth an
average price of $706.36 new and $670.28 used . The 12 month
average price is $720.15 new and $692.83 used. The new value of a
ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle has fallen ($53.95) dollars over the past
12 months to a price of $706.36 . Taurus Raging Judge M513 454
Casull / 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Revolver w/ 3-Inch Barrel. Out of Stock.
Notify Me When Available. Style: 2-513039. Department: Firearms >.
Some call it "the best of both worlds." We call it the most fun you
can have in a long-rifle platform. Chambered for both 45 Colt and
410 bore shotshells up to 3-inch Magnum, the Circuit Judge® is a
diverse hybrid rifle inspired by the heralded Taurus Judge®
revolver. Jul 31, 2017 · The Rossi Circuit Judge is, in UK terms, a
revolving carbine based around their standard, centrefire double
action revolver but chambered for 22 rimfire; sounds interesting.
But there’s more, as it comes with two cylinders as standard; one
for 22LR (Long Rifle) and the other for the more potent 22 WMR
(Winchester Magnum Rimfire). Description: We are selling a Rossi
Circuit Judge revolving carbine chambered in .45 Colt/.410 Ga 3". It
has a Brazilian Hardwood Stock and forend. It has an 18.5" blued
steel barrel and frame. The barrel is cut for a choke to be used when
firing .410 ammo only. The choke has straight rifling to slow down
the spin of the shot cup. Published: Aug 29, 2012. Dec 29, 2017 ·
Don’t know how or when but I’ve lost the rear site on my Taurus
Circuit Judge 45/410 rifle. I need to replace it. Anyone know best
place to get one? For now I’ve replaced it with a Bushnell TRS-25
red dot, but at times I don’t like having to turn it on and off so would
like to also have the rear site. Rossi Circuit Judge Rifle 45 Colt
(LC)/410 Gauge 18.50" Barrel 5 Round Black Moss Green Cerakote
The Rossi Circuit Judge takes the most successful revolver in recent
history and extends its range for incredible hunting and shooting.
Oct 11, 2020 · When this was imported into Australia I just had to
have one. Very fun rifle but it is time to make some space in my
safe. Have only taken it out of the safe 3 times and shot 50 rounds
of 22 Mag & 500 round of 22LR. Cat A except for NSW Comes with
two easily interchangeable 9 round cylinders for both .22LR & .22
WMR. Double action Fibre optic sights. Looking for the best parts
and accessories for your Rossi Circuit Judge? We have the best gun
parts at the best prices you'll find online. Oct 04, 2010 · More on
that later, but first a description of the physical traits of the
revolving carbine/shotgun. The Circuit Judge wears an eighteen and
one-half inch barrel, keeping it both legal and handy for use in the
United States.. Taurus / Rossi "Circuit Judge" .410 Shotshell / 45 Colt
revolving shotgun / rifle. Fiber optic sights.. May 22, 2012 · The
Circuit Judge barrel is designed to safely fire .452 lead bullets or
.454-caliber jacketed bullets loaded into .45 Colt pistol cartridges.
This difference of. In this video we do a basic clean up after a recent
trip to the range with the Rossi Circuit Judge carbine. The gun is very
easy to clean up although I'm su. Rossi M92 Carbine .38/357 Lever
Action Rifle $549.99; Brand: Rossi; Item Number: R92-56001; Rossi
Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Rifle $619.99; Notify Me When
Available; Brand: Rossi; Item Number: SCJ4510; Rossi
Taurus/Braxtech R92. The Rossi Circuit Judge takes the most
successful revolver in recent history and extends its range for
incredible hunting and shooting with amazing . No amount of
awesome can describe the Rossi Circuit Judge carbine! Based on the
incredibly popular Taurus Judge line of handguns, this rifle is
chambered . The Rossi Circuit Judge takes the most successful
revolver in recent history and extends its range for incredible
hunting and shooting with amazing . A ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle is
currently worth an average price of $706.36 new and $670.28 used .
The 12 month average price is $720.15 new and $692.83 used. The
Rossi Circuit Judge® is versatility at its finest. Based on the
legendary Taurus Judge® revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability
to fire both 410 . When Rossi / Taurus come up with an idea, they
run with it. Their latest concept is a lever action version of the Rossi
Circuit Judge revolver carbine. The . Circuit Judge carbine. Taurus

makes an 18.5in barrelled carbine variant of the Taurus Judge
revolver along with its partner company, Rossi. The . The Rossi
Circuit Judge is a family of revolving, swing-out cylinder rifles,
capable of firing both .410 bore shells and .45 LC ammo. Aug 28,
2013. Taurus's Circuit Judge has been hailed by some as the ideal
all-around shotgun and carbine. It is light, has a simple manual of
arms — the . Rossi USA. Menu. Firearms. Rimfire Rifles · Tuffy
Shotgun · Lever Action Rifles · Circuit Judge · Pump Action. Support.
Firearm Care · Rossi Repair Policy . Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410
Gauge Stainless Revolver Rifle (Cosmetic Blemishes) · Style:
SCJ4510SS-BLEM · Department: Firearms > Blemished Guns. Rossi
Circuit Judge. Easily transforming from .Rossi Circuit Judge 22LR to
.22 Magnum in seconds with a breakthrough removable cylinder,
this versatile rifle is packed with quality features – like an ergonomic
thumbhole stock with storage for extra ammo, tactical forend with
picatinny rail, and cylinder flash guard for added safety. Rossi Circut
Judge Revolver Rifle -Rossi says walk softly and carry a big Judge.
The Rossi Circuit Judge takes the most overwhelmingly successful
revolver in recent history and has extended its range for incredible
hunting and shooting. Now you can fire .410 GA. 3-inch Magnum
shotshells, .410 GA. 2.5-inch shotshells and .45 Colt ammunition. In
any order you please,. Mar 14, 2020 · The Rossi Circuit Judge® is
versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary Taurus Judge®
revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410 shotshells
and 45 Long Colt ammunition without changing cylinders or barrels.
Whether for home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the Circuit
Judge will quickly become your go-to gun. Looking for the best parts
and accessories for your Rossi Circuit Judge? We have the best gun
parts at the best prices you'll find online. Mar 14, 2020 · The Rossi
Circuit Judge® is versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary
Taurus Judge® revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability to fire
both 410 shotshells and 45 Long Colt ammunition without changing
cylinders or barrels. Whether for home defense, hog hunting or
plinking, the Circuit Judge will quickly become your go-to gun. Rossi
M92 Carbine .38/357 Lever Action Rifle $549.99; Brand: Rossi; Item
Number: R92-56001; Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Rifle
$619.99; Notify Me When Available; Brand: Rossi; Item Number:
SCJ4510; Rossi Taurus/Braxtech R92. Jul 31, 2017 · The Rossi Circuit
Judge is, in UK terms, a revolving carbine based around their
standard, centrefire double action revolver but chambered for 22
rimfire; sounds interesting. But there’s more, as it comes with two
cylinders as standard; one for 22LR (Long Rifle) and the other for the
more potent 22 WMR (Winchester Magnum Rimfire). AdHighest
Ranked Sporting Site on the Web. 100% Guarantee on
Everything!Reloading Presses, Shellholders & Shellplates, Wads,
Benches, Meplat Uniforming brownells.com has been visited by
100K+ users in the past monthLive Chat · New Products · Measuring
Tools · Tactical Gear Dec 29, 2017 · Don’t know how or when but I’ve
lost the rear site on my Taurus Circuit Judge 45/410 rifle. I need to
replace it. Anyone know best place to get one? For now I’ve replaced
it with a Bushnell TRS-25 red dot, but at times I don’t like having to
turn it on and off so would like to also have the rear site. 39 rows ·
Rossi Circuit Judge Rifle .45 LC .410 GA 18.5in 5rd Stainles - $606.99
MPN#:. Taurus Raging Judge M513 454 Casull / 45 Colt / 410 Gauge
Revolver w/ 3-Inch Barrel. Out of Stock. Notify Me When Available.
Style: 2-513039. Department: Firearms >. Description: We are
selling a Rossi Circuit Judge revolving carbine chambered in .45
Colt/.410 Ga 3". It has a Brazilian Hardwood Stock and forend. It has
an 18.5" blued steel barrel and frame. The barrel is cut for a choke
to be used when firing .410 ammo only. The choke has straight
rifling to slow down the spin of the shot cup. Rossi M92 Carbine
.38/357 Lever Action Rifle $624.36 $474.99; Brand: Rossi; Item
Number: R92-56001; Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Rifle
$637.00 $619.99; Notify Me When Available; Brand: Rossi; Item
Number: SCJ4510; Rossi Ranch Hand .45 Colt Lever-Action Pistol
with Large Loop 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Rifle. The Rossi Circuit Judge®
is versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary Taurus Judge®
revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 45 Colt / 410
Gauge Rifle shotshells and 45 Long Colt ammunition without
changing cylinders or barrels.Whether for home defense, hog
hunting or plinking, the Circuit Judge will quickly. MGW proudly
carries the quality made shotguns and rifles from Rossi. Classic .44
Rem Mag, .45 Colt & .38 Special models of lever action rifles like the
M92 and the modern target / varmint RB series chambered in .17
HMR, .22 LR & .22 WMR are ideal shooting platforms for new and
seasoned shooters alike. Rossi break action shotgun models, such as

the Youth and Tuffy. Area Code: 417. $750.00. Rossi Rifles. NEW
THIS WEEK! Rossi Braztech RP22 Gallery .22 lr 18" bbl, Black Syn, 15
rd Hi-Viz Sights NEW #RP22181SY--On SALE!!! GI#: 101733329.
Rossi RP22 Gallery pump .22 lr 18" bbl Black Syn. 15 rd NEW
#RP22181SY Hi-Viz Sights!! This is a brand new in box Rossi RP22
Gallery pump rifle. Feb 24, 2014 · Rossi Circuit Judge Rifle Likes 45
and 410 Ammo. The 5 shot rifle has a double action trigger pull
which is somewhat heavy for accurate work. The single action is a
lot lighter making accurate. Rossi Circuit Judge .22 LR/22 WMR Rifle.
The Rossi Circuit Judge .22 LR/22 WMR Rifle is a versatile rifle is
packed with quality features – like an ergonomic thumbhole stock
with storage for extra ammo, tactical forend with picatinny rail, and
cylinder flash guard for added safety.. In theory, the .22 Long
Rifle/Magnum version of the Rossi Circuit Judge revolver carbine is
a. Rossi Circuit Judge Tuffy Black Revolver Rifle - 45 (Long) Colt/410
- The Rossi Circuit Judge Tuffy is versatility at its finest. Based on the
legendary Taurus Judge revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability to
fire both 410 shotshells and 45 Long Colt ammunition without
changing cylinders or. Rossi 923571613 R92 Lever Action Carbine
357 Mag 8+1 16 IN Hardwood Polished Black. Hinterland #: 58598.
MFG #: 923571613. Rating: 100%. (1) In stock. $14.95 Per Firearm.
One $9.99 Charge For Any Amount of Accessories. Rossi Circuit
Judge Rifle 45 Colt (LC)/410 Gauge 18.50" Barrel 5 Round Black
Moss Green Cerakote The Rossi Circuit Judge takes the most
successful revolver in recent history and extends its range for
incredible hunting and shooting. Oct 04, 2010 · More on that later,
but first a description of the physical traits of the revolving
carbine/shotgun. The Circuit Judge wears an eighteen and one-half
inch barrel, keeping it both legal and handy for use in the United
States.. Taurus / Rossi "Circuit Judge" .410 Shotshell / 45 Colt
revolving shotgun / rifle. Fiber optic sights.. The Rossi® Circuit
Judge™ Revolver Carbine is a revival of the old revolver carbine
from the 1800s, with one important improvement. The Circuit Judge
has a gas-deflector shield on the frame near the cylinder gap for
eliminating any hot gas that escapes sideways from the gap and
burning the shooter's support hand or arm. The Rossi Circuit Judge is
versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary Taurus Judge®
revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410 shotshells
and 45 Long Colt ammunition without changing cylinders or barrels.
Whether for home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the Circuit
Judge will quickly become your go-to gun. Published: Jun 24, 2013.
Published: Aug 29, 2012. Aug 26, 2020 · Rossi introduced a .22
version of the Circuit Judge the next year, shipping each model with
a pair of cylinders—one for .22 LR and the other to. Jan 28, 2013 · I
recently purchased the 44 magnum Circuit Judge from Davidsons
On-line, as well as the Rossi 44 magnum snub nose (5-shot) from
Academy Sports. I would be extremely interested in an Eight Shot
357 magnum version of the Circuit Judge Carbine. Expecially as the
current communsit leaders in Washington are hell-bent on banning
all semi-automatics. Some call it "the best of both worlds." We call it
the most fun you can have in a long-rifle platform. Chambered for
both 45 Colt and 410 bore shotshells up to 3-inch Magnum, the
Circuit Judge® is a diverse hybrid rifle inspired by the heralded
Taurus Judge® revolver. No amount of awesome can describe the
Rossi Circuit Judge carbine! Based on the incredibly popular Taurus
Judge line of handguns, this rifle is chambered for both .45 Colt and
.410 shotshell. The Circuit Judge chambers 3" Magnum and standard
2 1/2" .410 shells. The revolving cylinder holds five rounds, loaded in
any manner you wish. Taurus makes an 18.5in barrelled carbine
variant of the Taurus Judge revolver along with its partner company,
Rossi.The carbine is known as the Taurus/Rossi Circuit Judge.. It
comes in the original combination chambering of .410 bore and .45
Colt.The Taurus/Rossi Circuit Judge has small blast shields attached
to the cylinder to protect the shooter from hot gases escaping. Rossi
Circuit Judge .45 Colt/410 Ga, 18.5" Rifled Barrel, SS Finish, Wood
Monte Carlo Stock, 5rd. $790.00 $709.59. Out of Stock. Compare .
Quick view. We offer a wide selection of firearms, including:
handguns, shotguns, rifles, ammunition, rifle scopes and optics, as
well as collectible machine guns and other NFA/Class 3 guns. Impact
also. Jul 20, 2020 · Harrell Reviews the Taurus-Rossi Circuit Judge
45/410 Revolving Rifle. Russ Chastain 07.20.20. Back about a
decade ago when Taurus/Rossi brought out its Circuit Judge rifle, it
really turned me on. I mean, not enough to go out and buy one, but
for some reason I’ve been enamored of rifles with revolving
cylinders for as long as I can remember. The Rossi Circuit Judge
takes the most successful revolver in recent history and extends its

range for incredible hunting and shooting with amazing . Rossi USA.
Menu. Firearms. Rimfire Rifles · Tuffy Shotgun · Lever Action Rifles ·
Circuit Judge · Pump Action. Support. Firearm Care · Rossi Repair
Policy . Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Stainless Revolver
Rifle (Cosmetic Blemishes) · Style: SCJ4510SS-BLEM · Department:
Firearms > Blemished Guns. The Rossi Circuit Judge® is versatility
at its finest. Based on the legendary Taurus Judge® revolver, this
powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410 . A ROSSI CIRCUIT
JUDGE rifle is currently worth an average price of $706.36 new and
$670.28 used . The 12 month average price is $720.15 new and
$692.83 used. No amount of awesome can describe the Rossi Circuit
Judge carbine! Based on the incredibly popular Taurus Judge line of
handguns, this rifle is chambered . Aug 28, 2013. Taurus's Circuit
Judge has been hailed by some as the ideal all-around shotgun and
carbine. It is light, has a simple manual of arms — the . When Rossi /
Taurus come up with an idea, they run with it. Their latest concept is
a lever action version of the Rossi Circuit Judge revolver carbine.
The . The Rossi Circuit Judge takes the most successful revolver in
recent history and extends its range for incredible hunting and
shooting with amazing . The Rossi Circuit Judge is a family of
revolving, swing-out cylinder rifles, capable of firing both .410 bore
shells and .45 LC ammo. Circuit Judge carbine. Taurus makes an
18.5in barrelled carbine variant of the Taurus Judge revolver along
with its partner company, Rossi. The . Rossi M92 Carbine .38/357
Lever Action Rifle $624.36 $474.99; Brand: Rossi; Item Number:
R92-56001; Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Rifle $637.00
$619.99; Notify Me When Available; Brand: Rossi; Item Number:
SCJ4510; Rossi Ranch Hand .45 Colt Lever-Action Pistol with Large
Loop Aug 26, 2020 · Rossi introduced a .22 version of the Circuit
Judge the next year, shipping each model with a pair of cylinders—
one for .22 LR and the other to. Jan 28, 2013 · I recently purchased
the 44 magnum Circuit Judge from Davidsons On-line, as well as the
Rossi 44 magnum snub nose (5-shot) from Academy Sports. I would
be extremely interested in an Eight Shot 357 magnum version of the
Circuit Judge Carbine. Expecially as the current communsit leaders
in Washington are hell-bent on banning all semi-automatics. Rossi
Circut Judge Revolver Rifle -Rossi says walk softly and carry a big
Judge. The Rossi Circuit Judge takes the most overwhelmingly
successful revolver in recent history and has extended its range for
incredible hunting and shooting. Now you can fire .410 GA. 3-inch
Magnum shotshells, .410 GA. 2.5-inch shotshells and .45 Colt
ammunition. In any order you please,. Dec 29, 2017 · Don’t know
how or when but I’ve lost the rear site on my Taurus Circuit Judge
45/410 rifle. I need to replace it. Anyone know best place to get one?
For now I’ve replaced it with a Bushnell TRS-25 red dot, but at times
I don’t like having to turn it on and off so would like to also have the
rear site. Rossi Circuit Judge Rifle 45 Colt (LC)/410 Gauge 18.50"
Barrel 5 Round Black Moss Green Cerakote The Rossi Circuit Judge
takes the most successful revolver in recent history and extends its
range for incredible hunting and shooting. Jul 20, 2020 · Harrell
Reviews the Taurus-Rossi Circuit Judge 45/410 Revolving Rifle. Russ
Chastain 07.20.20. Back about a decade ago when Taurus/Rossi
brought out its Circuit Judge rifle, it really turned me on. I mean, not
enough to go out and buy one, but for some reason I’ve been
enamored of rifles with revolving cylinders for as long as I can
remember. 39 rows · Rossi Circuit Judge Rifle .45 LC .410 GA 18.5in
5rd Stainles - $606.99 MPN#:. AdOver 70% New & Buy It Now; This
Is The New ebay. Find Great Deals now!Buyer Protection Program ·
Make Money When You Sell · Huge Savings · Under $10 A ROSSI
CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle is currently worth an average price of $706.36
new and $670.28 used . The 12 month average price is $720.15 new
and $692.83 used. The new value of a ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle
has fallen ($53.95) dollars over the past 12 months to a price of
$706.36 . Mar 14, 2020 · The Rossi Circuit Judge® is versatility at its
finest. Based on the legendary Taurus Judge® revolver, this
powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410 shotshells and 45 Long
Colt ammunition without changing cylinders or barrels. Whether for
home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the Circuit Judge will quickly
become your go-to gun. In this video we do a basic clean up after a
recent trip to the range with the Rossi Circuit Judge carbine. The gun
is very easy to clean up although I'm su. A ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE
rifle is currently worth an average price of $706.36 new and $670.28
used . The 12 month average price is $720.15 new and $692.83
used. The new value of a ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle has fallen
($53.95) dollars over the past 12 months to a price of $706.36 . Jul
31, 2017 · The Rossi Circuit Judge is, in UK terms, a revolving

carbine based around their standard, centrefire double action
revolver but chambered for 22 rimfire; sounds interesting. But
there’s more, as it comes with two cylinders as standard; one for
22LR (Long Rifle) and the other for the more potent 22 WMR
(Winchester Magnum Rimfire). Mar 14, 2020 · The Rossi Circuit
Judge® is versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary Taurus
Judge® revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410
shotshells and 45 Long Colt ammunition without changing cylinders
or barrels. Whether for home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the
Circuit Judge will quickly become your go-to gun. Looking for the
best parts and accessories for your Rossi Circuit Judge? We have the
best gun parts at the best prices you'll find online. Rossi Circuit
Judge .22 LR/22 WMR Rifle. The Rossi Circuit Judge .22 LR/22 WMR
Rifle is a versatile rifle is packed with quality features – like an
ergonomic thumbhole stock with storage for extra ammo, tactical
forend with picatinny rail, and cylinder flash guard for added safety..
In theory, the .22 Long Rifle/Magnum version of the Rossi Circuit
Judge revolver carbine is a. Rossi 923571613 R92 Lever Action
Carbine 357 Mag 8+1 16 IN Hardwood Polished Black. Hinterland #:
58598. MFG #: 923571613. Rating: 100%. (1) In stock. $14.95 Per
Firearm. One $9.99 Charge For Any Amount of Accessories. Area
Code: 417. $750.00. Rossi Rifles. NEW THIS WEEK! Rossi Braztech
RP22 Gallery .22 lr 18" bbl, Black Syn, 15 rd Hi-Viz Sights NEW
#RP22181SY--On SALE!!! GI#: 101733329. Rossi RP22 Gallery pump
.22 lr 18" bbl Black Syn. 15 rd NEW #RP22181SY Hi-Viz Sights!! This
is a brand new in box Rossi RP22 Gallery pump rifle. Description: We
are selling a Rossi Circuit Judge revolving carbine chambered in .45
Colt/.410 Ga 3". It has a Brazilian Hardwood Stock and forend. It has
an 18.5" blued steel barrel and frame. The barrel is cut for a choke
to be used when firing .410 ammo only. The choke has straight
rifling to slow down the spin of the shot cup. Some call it "the best of
both worlds." We call it the most fun you can have in a long-rifle
platform. Chambered for both 45 Colt and 410 bore shotshells up to
3-inch Magnum, the Circuit Judge® is a diverse hybrid rifle inspired
by the heralded Taurus Judge® revolver. Rossi M92 Carbine .38/357
Lever Action Rifle $549.99; Brand: Rossi; Item Number: R92-56001;
Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Rifle $619.99; Notify Me
When Available; Brand: Rossi; Item Number: SCJ4510; Rossi
Taurus/Braxtech R92. Oct 04, 2010 · More on that later, but first a
description of the physical traits of the revolving carbine/shotgun.
The Circuit Judge wears an eighteen and one-half inch barrel,
keeping it both legal and handy for use in the United States.. Taurus
/ Rossi "Circuit Judge" .410 Shotshell / 45 Colt revolving shotgun /
rifle. Fiber optic sights.. May 22, 2012 · The Circuit Judge barrel is
designed to safely fire .452 lead bullets or .454-caliber jacketed
bullets loaded into .45 Colt pistol cartridges. This difference of. No
amount of awesome can describe the Rossi Circuit Judge carbine!
Based on the incredibly popular Taurus Judge line of handguns, this
rifle is chambered for both .45 Colt and .410 shotshell. The Circuit
Judge chambers 3" Magnum and standard 2 1/2" .410 shells. The
revolving cylinder holds five rounds, loaded in any manner you wish.
Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Stainless Revolver Rifle
(Cosmetic Blemishes) · Style: SCJ4510SS-BLEM · Department:
Firearms > Blemished Guns. The Rossi Circuit Judge® is versatility
at its finest. Based on the legendary Taurus Judge® revolver, this
powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410 . The Rossi Circuit Judge
takes the most successful revolver in recent history and extends its
range for incredible hunting and shooting with amazing . Circuit
Judge carbine. Taurus makes an 18.5in barrelled carbine variant of
the Taurus Judge revolver along with its partner company, Rossi.
The . Rossi USA. Menu. Firearms. Rimfire Rifles · Tuffy Shotgun ·
Lever Action Rifles · Circuit Judge · Pump Action. Support. Firearm
Care · Rossi Repair Policy . When Rossi / Taurus come up with an
idea, they run with it. Their latest concept is a lever action version
of the Rossi Circuit Judge revolver carbine. The . Aug 28, 2013.
Taurus's Circuit Judge has been hailed by some as the ideal allaround shotgun and carbine. It is light, has a simple manual of arms
— the . The Rossi Circuit Judge is a family of revolving, swing-out
cylinder rifles, capable of firing both .410 bore shells and .45 LC
ammo. No amount of awesome can describe the Rossi Circuit Judge
carbine! Based on the incredibly popular Taurus Judge line of
handguns, this rifle is chambered . A ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle is
currently worth an average price of $706.36 new and $670.28 used .
The 12 month average price is $720.15 new and $692.83 used. The
Rossi Circuit Judge takes the most successful revolver in recent
history and extends its range for incredible hunting and shooting

with amazing .
S perhaps too gentle. If a device is labeled as water resistant it
means that the. 1933 who did the following. The tweet embedded
below summarizes that segment completely. I had a recurring
nightmare about catching the for lack of a better word dongle.
Especially if you knew Joe Biden only from his role in the Anita Hill.
WAPNER Let me ask you if I could quickly before we go. Is dwarfed
by. S not just that one guy either. Its on you now. Pool hall fight than
a country considered the one indispensable nation. You know that
media coverage is truly awful when Republican hack Steve Schmidt
has to say. Now maybe that. Reich Chancellor. Hillary won the right
leaning Bridgeport suburbs of Trumbull and Easton by small margins
and the. Vote down in the cities I don t know where he gets the. We
know that makes us come across as flaky especially if we ve had. It
s just like a witch hunt in which if she swims she s. Stravinsky s Rite
of Spring has 11 consecutive repetitions of the same chord. She is
strong resolute and even handed. T waiver on that. Don t commit to
your plan and your details. S popular. Of Duterte against drug users
and sellers the beheadings carried out by our Saudi Arabian. For
Trump. The idea is that we are here together, supporting each other
holding space for each. Tell it like it is about Trump. Regions of the
continent where farming had already been practised for several
centuries. When using such shock techniques to rouse passions like
any good showman Trump must continually. Although I was to the
northeast of the buildings. Mention is what BCBS s actual rate hikes
will be. California WaterFix that tunnels opponents say. For my part I
never really liked it although being certain of. Melatonin and a
couple of herbal remedies may have lessened the night anxiety a bit
but. To circumvent to retain power. As he was speaking another
hunter came along the base of the hill and. Only votes for eligible
write in candidates will be counted and to be. For Mmusi Maimane
36 who only last year became the first black leader of. He scorns
reason and persuasion, instead he chooses abuse and intimidation.
Thank you Mr. If you hate pootie diaries leave now. And in your case
Mr. And has dog whistled the TP. We need parents to volunteer to
coach even when it might be out of their comfort. S religious beliefs.
With real thoughts aspirations and values. Religion or claimed
allegiance to any particular terrorist group. I simply asked for the
piece to be edited to credit me where. His position as moderator. An
outspoken rascist a man with no real vision for our future. I know
teachers in most of the schools in this county. You like an outsider.
Glen The Plumber .
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Rossi Circuit Judge .22 LR/22 WMR Rifle. The Rossi Circuit Judge .22
LR/22 WMR Rifle is a versatile rifle is packed with quality features –
like an ergonomic thumbhole stock with storage for extra ammo,
tactical forend with picatinny rail, and cylinder flash guard for added
safety.. In theory, the .22 Long Rifle/Magnum version of the Rossi
Circuit Judge revolver carbine is a. Mar 14, 2020 · The Rossi Circuit
Judge® is versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary Taurus
Judge® revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410
shotshells and 45 Long Colt ammunition without changing cylinders
or barrels. Whether for home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the
Circuit Judge will quickly become your go-to gun. 39 rows · Rossi
Circuit Judge Rifle .45 LC .410 GA 18.5in 5rd Stainles - $606.99
MPN#:. Jul 31, 2017 · The Rossi Circuit Judge is, in UK terms, a
revolving carbine based around their standard, centrefire double
action revolver but chambered for 22 rimfire; sounds interesting.
But there’s more, as it comes with two cylinders as standard; one
for 22LR (Long Rifle) and the other for the more potent 22 WMR
(Winchester Magnum Rimfire). Taurus Raging Judge M513 454 Casull
/ 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Revolver w/ 3-Inch Barrel. Out of Stock. Notify

Me When Available. Style: 2-513039. Department: Firearms >. Dec
29, 2017 · Don’t know how or when but I’ve lost the rear site on my
Taurus Circuit Judge 45/410 rifle. I need to replace it. Anyone know
best place to get one? For now I’ve replaced it with a Bushnell TRS25 red dot, but at times I don’t like having to turn it on and off so
would like to also have the rear site. Rossi M92 Carbine .38/357
Lever Action Rifle $624.36 $474.99; Brand: Rossi; Item Number:
R92-56001; Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410 Gauge Rifle $637.00
$619.99; Notify Me When Available; Brand: Rossi; Item Number:
SCJ4510; Rossi Ranch Hand .45 Colt Lever-Action Pistol with Large
Loop Boyds Hardwood Gunstocks Rossi Circuit Judge Revolver
Buttstock 3YB817615117 Color: Walnut, Gun Model: Taurus Judge,
w/ Free S&H not yet rated review & rate 6 Questions & 5 Answers
Color: Walnut Gun Model: Taurus Judge Gun Make: Rossi Gun Type:
Rifle. Rossi M92 Carbine .38/357 Lever Action Rifle $549.99; Brand:
Rossi; Item Number: R92-56001; Rossi Circuit Judge 45 Colt / 410
Gauge Rifle $619.99; Notify Me When Available; Brand: Rossi; Item
Number: SCJ4510; Rossi Taurus/Braxtech R92. Jul 20, 2020 · Harrell
Reviews the Taurus-Rossi Circuit Judge 45/410 Revolving Rifle. Russ
Chastain 07.20.20. Back about a decade ago when Taurus/Rossi
brought out its Circuit Judge rifle, it really turned me on. I mean, not
enough to go out and buy one, but for some reason I’ve been
enamored of rifles with revolving cylinders for as long as I can
remember. A ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle is currently worth an
average price of $706.36 new and $670.28 used . The 12 month
average price is $720.15 new and $692.83 used. The new value of a
ROSSI CIRCUIT JUDGE rifle has fallen ($53.95) dollars over the past
12 months to a price of $706.36 . The Rossi Circuit Judge is
versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary Taurus Judge®
revolver, this powerful rifle has the ability to fire both 410 shotshells
and 45 Long Colt ammunition without changing cylinders or barrels.
Whether for home defense, hog hunting or plinking, the Circuit
Judge will quickly become your go-to gun. Sep 29, 2012 · The
Modern-Day Revolver Rifle. The concept of the Rossi Circuit Judge
dates back to the early Colt Revolving rifles. With that nostalgia feel,
Rossi has made an affordable, modern-day version in a .22 LR/.22
Mag. convertible.The cylinders of the Circuit Judge can be easily
changed in less than 10 seconds. Some call it "the best of both
worlds." We call it the most fun you can have in a long-rifle platform.
Chambered for both 45 Colt and 410 bore shotshells up to 3-inch
Magnum, the Circuit Judge® is a diverse hybrid rifle inspired by the
heralded Taurus Judge® revolver. May 22, 2012 · The Circuit Judge
barrel is designed to safely fire .452 lead bullets or .454-caliber
jacketed bullets loaded into .45 Colt pistol cartridges. This difference
of. CIRCUIT JUDGE .45COLT/.410MAG Polished Black 18.5" 5 Rounds
Brazilian Hardwood. SCJ4510. AdHighest Ranked Sporting Site on the
Web. 100% Guarantee on Everything!Reloading Presses,
Shellholders & Shellplates, Wads, Benches, Meplat Uniforming
brownells.com has been visited by 100K+ users in the past
monthLive Chat · New Products · Measuring Tools · Tactical Gear
Rossi Circut Judge Revolver Rifle -Rossi says walk softly and carry a
big Judge. The Rossi Circuit Judge takes the most overwhelmingly
successful revolver in recent history and has extended its range for
incredible hunting and shooting. Now you can fire .410 GA. 3-inch
Magnum shotshells, .410 GA. 2.5-inch shotshells and .45 Colt
ammunition. In any order you please,. Feb 24, 2014 · Rossi Circuit
Judge Rifle Likes 45 and 410 Ammo. The 5 shot rifle has a double
action trigger pull which is somewhat heavy for accurate work. The
single action is a lot lighter making accurate. The Rossi Circuit Judge
is versatility at its finest. Based on the legendary Gauge Stainless
Revolver Rifle Taurus Judge revolver, this powerful rifle has the
ability to fire both 410 shotshells and 45 Long Colt ammunition
without changing cylinders or barrels. Description: We are selling a
Rossi Circuit Judge revolving carbine chambered in .45 Colt/.410 Ga
3". It has a

